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Educational background for my work 

• The phenomenological approach 
characterizing Psychology at Copenhagen 
University 1952 -1957

• Learning experiences at the Bruner and Miller • Learning experiences at the Bruner and Miller 
Center for Cognitive Studies at Harvard 1954 
-1955

• Visits in 1970, 1973 and 1975 to A. R. Luria, 
the Bourdenko University Hospital in Moscow



Early clinical work in neurosurgery 
• After graduating in general psychology at 
University of Copenhagen, initial clinic work 
in psychiatry at the University Hospital

• Appointment 1961 as the first clinical 
psychologist in Denmark in a Neurosurgical psychologist in Denmark in a Neurosurgical 
University Department  - Aarhus University

• Work description: to add knowledge of 
patients’ mental functioning to the team in 
conferences and on rounds 



My initial qualifications for the task

.   Background in general psychology

• Skills in clinical methods for the evaluation of    
emotional. cognitive and social functions

• In addition, my reading of Kurt Goldstein’s • In addition, my reading of Kurt Goldstein’s 
organismic theory and his testing methods, 
developed during his work with brain injured 
soldiers in the second World War



Expectations to the contributions of a 
neuropsychologist  

• Interaction in conferences and following the 
professor on his rounds

• Observe patients’ mental state in intensive 
care and collaborate with the nursescare and collaborate with the nurses

• Keep daily contact with patients, stimulate and 
provide information and feed back 

• Obtain all relevant information about the 
patient from relatives, keep contact and 

interpret the patients’ reactions and behavior 



Expectations to early contact

• Examine patients before operations – and 
following them in intensive care

• As early as possible perform evaluations of 
consciousness, provide orientation, initiate consciousness, provide orientation, initiate 
motivation and provide feed back. 

• Stimulate attention, support activity and 
provide assurance and  hope



Expectations at the patient’s discharge

• Provide a report describing functional 
disturbances in cognition and behavior, 
correlated  to the  neurological and 
radiological findingsradiological findings

• Provide feed back to the patient and the family 
in accordance with symptoms and findings

• Arrange for follow-up evaluations after three 
months, half a year and one year



Experiences of lack of qualifications to 
meet expectances 

• Difficulties in communication with the 
neurosurgical team caused by differences in 
medical and psychological terminologymedical and psychological terminology

• Test findings only partly relevant in the acute 
situation

• Personal lack of skills to combine symptoms 
into  syndromes



Major 
contributorsA.R Luria contributors

Ricard Malmros

Kurt Goldstein
A.R Luria

Jerome S. 
Bruner



Kurt Goldstein (1878 - 1965)



Goldstein’s Biophysical Theory (1)

• According to Goldstein it is in principle faulty 
to try to make a distinction between so-called 
organic and functional diseases, as far as 
symptomatology and therapy are concernedsymptomatology and therapy are concerned

• In both conditions, one is dealing with 
abnormal functioning of the same 
psychophysical apparatus and with the 
attempts of the organism to come to terms 
with that

Psychiatry, 1952



Goldstein’s Biophysical Theory (2)

• In both conditions the procedure and goal of 
the therapy is the same: to help the patients 
by physical and psychological means to make a 
new adjustment to life in spite of the new adjustment to life in spite of the 
disturbances

• The concern should be a description of the 
symptomatology and an interpretation of the 
behavioral changes, particularly in respect to 
their personality 



Goldstein’s Biophysical Theory (3)

• Disordered behavior and anxiety are the 
objective and subjective expressions of the 
situation of danger in which the organism is, 
when it is no longer able to actualize its when it is no longer able to actualize its 
essential capabilities: i.e. to ”exist”

• Analyzing and understanding symptoms of 
brain injury is a psychological task



Advantages of Goldstein’s theory

• The very thorough analysis of the patients’ 
reactions and the insight, that this provides, 
may add to a planning of therapeutic 
procedures in better agreement with the procedures in better agreement with the 
individual patient’s actual state and 
experiences

• Through explanation/feedback of the 
characteristic behavior reactions an 
improvement of the patients’ social 
relationships may be obtained



Jerome S. Bruner



Bruner’s theory of education 
(“New Look”)

Acquired knowledge is most useful:

• when “discovered” through the learner’s own 
cognitive effortscognitive efforts

• when facilitated by the structure of knowledge

• when the goal is depth, not coverage

• when instruction is a guide to understanding

Acquired knowledge is “shackled” by the 
individual’s life and experiences 



The powerfull influences of Ricard 
Malmros – professor of neurosurgery



Visiting the  Bourdenko Neurosurgical 
Institute 1970, 1973 and 1975 



Influence of Alexandr Romanovich
Luria

• Reading ”Higher Cortical Functions in Man”

• (published 1966)

• Translating and organizing the examination
methods for clinical workmethods for clinical work

• Meeting Luria in London 1969 at the World 
Congress of General Psychologi

• Presented to him by Jerome Bruner



Luria’s theory of higher cortical 
functions

• The significance of symptoms and signs can be 
understood only in the context of the notion 
of a functional system

• A functional system in the brain consists of a • A functional system in the brain consists of a 
number of parts. Each is very specific, 
particularly but not exclusively cortical, since  
fiber connections are introduced



Luria’s theory of higher cortical 
functions

• The higher psychological processes represent 
complex functional systems

• Social in their genesis• Social in their genesis

• Mediated by language in structure

• Conscious in performance



Luria’s theory of higher cortical 
functions

• The functional system operates in a concerted 
manner to form a substratum of psychological 
functionsfunctions

• The more complex the symptom. the more 
complicated the psychological function



Luria investigating a patient’s voluntary
movement – Moscow 1970



The functional systems of voluntary 
movement in Luria’s investigation

• Kinesthetic afference (kinesthetic signals concerning 
muscle tone, joints, etc. of limbs) disturbances 
leading to kinetic apraxia

• Synthesis of visuo-spatial afference, disturbances • Synthesis of visuo-spatial afference, disturbances 

leading to spatial apraxia

• Kinetic organization (melodic synthesis), 
disturbances leading to kinetic apraxia

• Intentional aspects, disturbances leading to 

intentional apraxia



Identification of an affected structure:

• Demands an analysis in detail of the symptom 
in order to clarify the specific disturbance, 
characterizing the functional system

• Demonstrates the complexity of the function • Demonstrates the complexity of the function 
and the integrated participation of more than 
one brain structure



Characteristics of Luria’s 
Neuropsychological Investigation (LNI)

• A qualitative investigation, characterized by a 
phenomenological approach and feed back

• Making use of a specific method and an 
adequate analysisadequate analysis

• Qualifying syndromes and

• Assuring verification through double 
dissociation principle of Hans Lukas Teuber



Advantages of the qualitative analysis 
of the Luria method

In diagnosis: 

Identification of disturbed functions, and 
clarification of coping mechanisms and intact clarification of coping mechanisms and intact 
function

In imaging technique: 

• Introducing relevant tasks in illuminating brain 
function, assisting in understanding and 
clarifying functional systems



Advantages of the qualitative analysis 
of the Luria method 

In rehabilitation: 

• Promote an individualized planning of rehabilitation 
programs, where  intact functions are made use of in 
introducing and making the patient aware of  introducing and making the patient aware of  
compensation mechanisms through  feedback and 
interaction in the cognitive training

• Support the patient’s efforts in a phenomenological 
contact



Learning from Luria

• Obtain knowledge of what each part of the 
brain contributes to the organization of a 
functional system

• Perform a thorough analysis of the dynamic 
and individual functional systems, developed in and individual functional systems, developed in 
accordance with the brain’s experiences and 
its integrative processes

• With Luria’s support of the material, it was 
published as “Luria’s Neuropsychological 
Investigation (LNI) 1975 by Munksgård DK 
and Spectrum USA



Center for rehabilitation of brain  
injury - CRBI – 1985

University of Copenhagen



1985 Establishment  of Center for 
Rehabilitation of Brain Injury (CRBI),

• A private foundation grant of 3.200.000 DKK 

• for showing improvement in rehabilitation 
processes within 3 years was obtainedprocesses within 3 years was obtained

• Location: Psychology, University of 
Copenhagen

• Rehabilitation of Brain Injury

• A day program



Original goals of the CRBI

The purpose of the institution is to undertake 
neuropsychological investigations and 
treatment in the service of rehabilitating brain 
injured persons to regain their functional injured persons to regain their functional 
abilities to the extent of reintegration in 
society 

As well as perform teaching and research 
within the area



Rehabilitation options of CRBI

• A day program, 4 days a week, 6 hours a day,

for 4 months. Subsequent follow-up the next 
8 months

• Reduced programs and advisory assistance, • Reduced programs and advisory assistance, 
specific education, assessments

Throughout the years, changes and new 
initiatives



Initial theoretical background for 
CRBI 

• Kurt Goldstein’s “organismic” theory

• A. R. Luria’ theories and concepts

• Donald G. Stein’s theories of neuro recovery 
and plasticity and his contextual views on and plasticity and his contextual views on 
individual variables 

• Jerome S. Bruner’s concepts of cognition and 
education



Basic rehabilitation principles at CRBI
from 1985 - 1998

• Based on a thorough medical, scientific 
background as well as on clinical and dynamic 
evaluations

• Respecting individual variability• Respecting individual variability

• Timed according to pt’s level of insight

• Built on pre morbid and current functioning: 
physically, cognitively and socially 

• Including hopes and goals for the future



Research and outcome results
• The positive influence of rehabilitation after 3 
years was evidensed, measured by back-to-
work ratio.

• Subsequent long term succes was also
validated by following studiesvalidated by following studies (H. Svendsen, ph.d, 

• Long-term outcome following post-acute, neuropsychological
rehabilitationThe A controlled study.2006)
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106 “students” 
•Mean Age: 31.3 years
•Mean Time since injury:  1.9 years
•Mean Hospitalization:      74 days



CONCLUSION OF STUDY

The cost of the rehabilitation program may be 
substantially regained 3½ years after program

Net projected saving 5 years after program: 
9860 $ per patient



12 -17 Years Late Controlled Study
Results

• Patients: 
– Significantly lower reports of depression and brain 

injury symptoms in rehab-group

– Significantly higher degree of physical quality of life in 
rehab-grouprehab-group

• Relatives:
– Significantly lower anxiety and depression in rehab 

group

– Significantly higher physical, psychological and 
environmental quality of life in rehab-group

Svendsen, H & Humle, F 



The Main Issues

• Importance of a thorough and personalized 
anamnesis

• Attention to the brain injured persons own 
goals

• Creating motivation for a dynamic 
development and growth adapted to current 
insight 

• Availability of close follow up

• Support and belief in improvement from the 
therapist, the family, society



Perspectives for neuropsychology in 
the twenty-first century

• Incorporate developments in neuroscience in the 
understanding of the mental disturbances and their 
organization in rehabilitation, based on Luria’s legacy:

Reconciliation of two conflicting viewpoints,Reconciliation of two conflicting viewpoints,

the explanatory, physiological psychology and  
descriptive, phenomenological psychology

A.R. Luria, “The Making of Mind”, 1979


